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About this application 
Concrete structural members are designed and analyzed by this application. Specifically, 
it does cross-section analysis.  
It uses an innovative cross-section analysis algorithm that is very universal. The 
enterprising design professional can take full advantage of their knowledge of the 
materials:   to design innovative concrete members,   to assess the remaining strength in irregular shaped surviving parts of deteriorated 

or damaged members.  
There are no curbs on the input to ensure it is within the realm of established technology. 
That full universal nature is available.  
The established design methods use a variety of shapes for the stress-strain relationship 
of concrete: the rectangular stress block, the parabolic stress block, linear, cracked linear 
are examples. Also there are established methods for a variety of cross-section shapes: 
rectangular, circular and Tee are examples.  
This application will accept any shape for the stress-strain relationships, any shape of the 
cross-section and any arrangement of reinforcing steel.  
The algorithm is described by Thompson, P. J., Discussion of "Ultimate Strength Domain 
of Reinforced Concrete Sections under Biaxial Bending and Axial Load", ACI Structural 
Journal, Nov-Dec 2013, pp 1109-1112.  
A warning: 
The user of this application needs to be aware of the limitations of the established design 
methods and aware that this application does not have those limitations.  
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At a glance 
This guide explains:  The dialog that first appears when the application starts, and then the main dialog.   The expressions “Distortion” and “Loading”. In simple words a loading on a 

cross-section causes a distortion.   The general operation of the application. Number input and editing and ancillary 
txt files are described.  Various items on the main menu:  o Files o Materials o Components o Load cases o Time Affect Sets  Chronological sequence in construction. The facilities for composite and staged 
construction are described.  

The introductory dialog 
Inch-pound or metric 
The dialog that first appears when the application is started offers a choice of three 
measurement unit systems: 

 The inch pound system sometimes also called customary units. The maximum 
dimension is 320 inches or 26’ 8” and the resolution is 0.01 inch. 

 Metric units with large dimensions. The maximum dimension is 32 metres and the 
resolution is 1 mm. 

 Metric units with small dimensions. The maximum dimension is 3.200 metres and 
the resolution is 0.1 mm. 

At any particular time the application works wholly with one system and there are no 
facilities for converting data from one system to another.  
The choice of a unit system will cause the introductory dialog to be replaced by the main 
dialog where a new description of a cross-section can be input.  
File open facility 
With the introductory dialog the main menu Files “Open” item is enabled allowing the 
user to open a file of a previously prepared cross-section description. This also causes the 
introductory dialog to be replaced by the main dialog.  
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The main dialog 
The main dialog has a traditional style main menu at the top with pull-down sub-menus.  
The body of the dialog contains four list boxes where the names of various entities are 
displayed.  
Across the bottom is a status bar where from time to time information is displayed.  
Nothing on this dialog can be changed by the user. The lists are intended to allow the user 
to select an item. Facilities for various actions are provided in the menus.  
Four kinds of entity and entity names 
There are four kinds of entity; a material, a component, a load-case and a time affect set. 
Each entity has a name, determined by the user. The main dialog includes a list box for 
each entity kind where the entity names are listed.  
Material: A material entity describes a material such as concrete, or mild steel. 
Component: A component entity describes a part of the cross-section. Each component 

is either a shape component or a point component. Typically concrete is a shape 
component and an arrangement of steel bars is a point component.  

Load-case: A Load-case entity describes a state of the cross-section that is of interest. 
Such states are such as the ultimate strength, the first yield of a mild steel bar or a 
given bending moment.  

Time affect set: A Time affect set has provision for a shrinkage value and a creep 
coefficient for each component and the name of the load case that causes the 
creep.  

Entity names can be up to twenty characters including spaces between words. The names 
can have practical meaning. The edit dialog for each entity kind includes a text edit box 
for the name and automatic facilities that ensure each name is unique within each entity 
kind.   
The main menu has an item for each entity kind that includes “Add”, “Copy’, “Edit” and 
“Delete” menu items. The “Copy”, “Edit” and “Delete” require that an entity in the list is 
selected. A single click of a pointing device on an entity name will select it. A double 
click will have the same affect as the “Edit” menu item: it opens the editor for that entity. 
There is a known bug with this double click in that it does not always open the right 
entity.    
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 “distortion”  
“Strain” and “curvature” defined 
It is usually accepted that a meaning of the word “strain” is the slight change in a 
dimension of a body caused by stress in that body. This meaning is extended to include 
slight changes in dimension from other causes such as:    drying shrinkage of concrete,   change in temperature,   creep of concrete, and   relaxation of prestressing steel. 
Strain is expressed as the proportional change in dimension. That is the change in 
dimension divided by the dimension before the change.  
Curvature of a structural member (from any cause) implies strains on a cross-section that 
are normal to the plane of that cross-section and vary across that plane. This application 
uses the plane-sections-remain-plane assumption. This is a usual assumption. The typical 
design code includes something like “Strain in reinforcement and concrete shall be 
assumed directly proportional to the distance from the neutral axis”.  
In accordance with this assumption at any instant in time:  there are parallel lines across the plane of the cross-section along each of which 

the strain is constant   and there is a constant rate of change of the strain with respect to distance at right 
angles to those parallel lines.  

Often “neutral axis” means one of those parallel lines on which the strain is zero.  
The rate of change of strain with respect to distance is a measure of the curvature 
magnitude.  
Curvature has an orientation being the orientation of the parallel lines and a magnitude 
and so can be viewed as a vector in the plane of the cross-section. Relative to given 
orthogonal axes in the plane of the cross-section a curvature can be expressed in polar 
coordinates being the magnitude and the angle of the orientation or alternatively in 
cartesian coordinates as the two components about each of the axes.  
The strain at the origin of the axes is called the “axial strain” although in some contexts 
“axial strain” simply means a strain normal to the plane of the cross-section. 
 “Distortion” defined 
The word “distortion” means the combination of an axial strain and a curvature. Just 
three numbers completely describe a distortion relative to a given orthogonal axes; - the 
strain at the origin and the curvature magnitude about each of the two axes.  
Further, the three numbers that describe a distortion that is the combined affect of more 
than one distortion are each the sum of the respective numbers of those contributing 
distortions. This gives meaning to the language that implies distortions can be added and 
subtracted.  
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Where a description of a distortion of a shape component (usually concrete) is required 
there is provision for the three numbers. However, the distortion of one member of a 
point component (usually a steel bar) can be described by just one number; the strain. 
Sign convention 
A strain that is an increase in a dimension is represented by a positive number and a 
strain that is a decrease in a dimension is represented by a negative number.   
The right hand rule is used for curvatures. Thus a curvature aligned with the positive 
direction of the X axis has strains increasing with increasing Y.  
That is strains become more tensile with increasing Y which is contrary to the usual 
convention of positive bending having compression at the top. The default value of the 
orientation angle of the reference axes being 180 degrees is intended to resolve this 
inconsistency. (For the meaning of References axes see Load cases). 
“Stage” distortion, “other” distortion 
The expressions Stage distortion and Other distortion are used in facilities intended to 
take into account the affects of prestressing, composite construction, staged construction, 
drying shrinkage, creep, relaxation and thermal expansion and contraction.  
Where these facilities are not required all the variables labeled “stage” and all the 
variables labeled “other” should be set to zero.  
The default value of all these variables is zero. Also the Load Case menu includes an 
item “Zero all stage distortions”, and the Time Affects Sets menu includes “Zero all 
components” that together will set all these variables to zero.  
Stage, Other, Stress and Load-case distortion defined 
Stage Distortion of a component is the distortion that exists in an initial state. For an 
explanation of “initial state” see Total Distortion.  
Other Distortion of a component is the combined affect of all causes other than stress.  
Stress distortion of a component is the distortion caused by stress. It is used with the 
stress-strain relationships of the material to compute the stresses and thus the contribution 
to the loading.  
Load-case distortion applies equally to all components. It is a change from an initial 
state and is the subject of the trial and adjustment processes. For an explanation of Load-
case Distortion see Total Distortion.  
Where the Stage Distortion and the Other Distortion of a component are all zeros the 
Stress Distortion of that component is the same as the Load-case Distortion.   
Total distortion 
The concept of total distortion of a component of a cross-section is justified by the idea 
that changes in such a total distortion can be related to changes in the distortion of the 
whole structural member.  
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Other Distortion is the combined affect of all causes other than stress. The total distortion 
is thus the sum of the Stress Distortion and the Other Distortion.  
Stage Distortions are used in the analysis of a structural member resulting from the 
joining of more than one structural member. The envisaged contributing members are 
parallel and the joining is a means of transferring shear loads.  
A simple example of this is the situation that exists immediately after in-situ topping 
concrete sets on a precast supporting slab. The precast slab is one contributing member 
and the topping concrete another.   
The Stage Distortion of each component is the distortion that exists at the instant of the 
joining. At that instant each of the contributing members has distortions corresponding to 
the loading it is sustaining. Immediately after that instant the resulting member is 
sustaining a loading that is the combined affect of the loadings on the contributing 
members and the distortion of each component is the same as it was before that instant 
being the stage distortion. This is referred to as the “initial state” of the new combined 
member. 
In the example of the precast slab and topping before the topping sets the precast slab is 
supporting itself and supporting the wet topping concrete and has a corresponding 
distortion. At the instant the topping sets the topping has no stress and no distortion (it is 
normal to assume), although it is part of the combined member. The topping has a stage 
distortion that is zeros.  
The analysis of a structural member resulting from the joining of more than one structural 
member usually involves loadings different from the loading in the initial state. 
Distortions different from the distortion in the initial state are involved.  
Load-case distortion is the change in distortion from the distortion in the initial state. In 
accordance with the assumption of no slip between components a load-case distortion 
applies equally to all components. Thus, for each component the total distortion is the 
Stage Distortion plus the Load-case distortion’ 
To recap, for each component the total distortion is the Stage Distortion plus the Load-
case Distortion and also that total distortion is the Other Distortion plus the Stress 
Distortion.  
These two relationships imply that the Stress Distortion equals the Load-case Distortion 
plus the Stage Distortion minus the Other Distortion. During trial and adjustment the 
Load-case distortion is changed in each cycle and this relationship is used to obtain the 
stress distortion in each component that is used with the material properties to compute 
the loading.  
For an explanation of this approach to total distortion using mathematical notation and 
expressions see Thompson, P. J. "Computer design of concrete member", Transaction, 
Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand, v 21 1/CE, Nov. 1994, pp. 25-29.  
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“Loading”  
A force transmitted through a cross-section 
This application works with stresses that are normal to the plane of a cross-section. The 
summation of such stresses is a force transmitted through the cross-section. That is it is a 
force normal to the plane of the cross-section exerted by the fabric of the structural 
member on one side of the cross-section on the fabric on the other side.  
The “loading” is the force that is the summation of the stresses over the whole cross-
section.  
Often that force can be described by just three numbers; the magnitude and the X and Y 
of the location relative to given orthogonal axes in the plane of the cross-section.  
Bending moments and axial load 
Stresses can be both tensile and compressive and there can be a balance so that the 
loading force has zero magnitude and the corresponding X and Y have no meaning.  
In an alternative description of a loading rather than using the X and Y use the product of 
the force magnitude and X and the product of the force magnitude and Y. These products 
are called “bending moments” and referred to as “the bending moment about the Y 
axis” and “the bending moment about the X axis” respectively.  
The loading is still described by just three numbers being; the force magnitude and the 
bending moments about the X and Y axes.  
That force is called the “axial load”. It is usually defined as being at the origin of the 
axes where it is independent of the bending moments 
When the axial load is zero the bending moments can have meaning. In mathematical 
terms “as the axial load tends towards zero the X and the Y tend towards infinity”.  
In general just three numbers completely describe a loading relative to a given orthogonal 
axes; - the axial load at the origin and the bending moments about each of the two axes. 
Sign convention 
The sign convention for loadings follows the sign convention for strain and distortion. 
The sign of a stress is the same as the sign of the strain it causes. 
Thus a tensile axial load is positive and a compressive axial load negative.  
Note that where there is an axial load and the loading is described as a force at X, Y the 
right hand rule requires that the bending moment about the Y axis is minus the magnitude 
of the force multiplied by X.  
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General operation 
Number input and editing  
A text edit box is provided for each number to be input, or that may be changed by the 
user. Each such edit box can be given the focus by a "left click" of a pointing device 
when the pointer is on it. While such an edit box has the focus text characters can be 
made to appear in it by such as a keyboard. The focus is removed from such an edit box 
when the focus is given to another feature on the screen. Other features include other text 
edit boxes and buttons.  
Any action by the user that would remove the focus from an edit box causes an automatic 
check on the validity of the contents of that box. If that contents does not represent a 
valid number an error condition is created. The background color of the edit box is 
changed to yellow and all the other edit boxes, buttons etc are disabled. In this error 
condition only the content of the offending yellow edit box can be changed. However, 
one changed in this offending yellow edit box will cause all the other edit boxes and 
buttons etc to be enabled again.  
Some number edit boxes have an exponent immediately to the right. Generally there is 
"x10" on the same background color as the general background color outside the edit box 
and an exponent such as "-3" or " 6" on a rectangular background the same color as the 
background inside the edit box. A left click on the exponent will lead to a dropdown list 
of alternatives that may be selected as the exponent.  
In instances where the exponent happens to be zero the "x10" is not visible and the 
rectangle for the exponent is blank. Nevertheless this rectangle is visible being of a 
different color from the general background. A left click on this rectangle will lead to the 
dropdown list of alternative exponents. This list includes blank that means a zero 
exponent.  
Where metric units are in use the "x10" and the exponent are replace by the metric 
prefixes "k", "M", etc. on a rectangle of that different color, and similar facilities for a 
dropdown list of the alternatives. 
Table edit dialogs 
The component edit dialogs and the material edit dialog (with Properties as described 
selected) have a button labeled “…. table” that leads to a table edit dialog. The table 
consists of lines of cells. Generally one cell has the focus indicated by a blue colour.  
The focus can be moved to another cell by a click of a pointing device, or the arrow keys 
on a keyboard. 
The cell that has the focus will change to an edit mode:  
● By a click of a pointing device on the focused cell  
● By the Enter key.  
● By any key on a key board representing a printable character. However, the 

character will replace the whole content of the cell.  
In this mode the content of the cell can be edited by a keyboard; the horizontal arrow 
keys moving a cursor within the cell.  
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A cell will be taken out of the edit mode:  
● By a click of a pointing device on any other cell or a button on the dialog. 
● By the Enter key. 
● By either the up or down arrow keys. 
Any of these actions will provoke a check on the validity of the contents. If it is not valid 
an error condition is created. A text edit box with the invalid contents appears above the 
table along with an OK and a Cancel button. Also everything on the dialog is disabled 
except that text edit box, the associated Cancel button and the main Cancel button below 
the table. If the content of the text edit box is changed to be valid the associated OK 
button is also enabled. That OK button will cause a return to the normal table mode with 
the new value in the offending cell.  
Near the bottom of the dialog are buttons labeled “Insert new line” and “Delete line”. The 
“Insert new line” button will cause a new line to appear below the line with the focused 
cell and the focus moves to a cell in the new line.  
The “Delete line” button deletes the line with the focused cell. The focus moves to a cell 
in the line above. 
The top line cannot be deleted and it is not possible to insert a new line above the top 
line. 
The meaning of some words 
Some words have a specific meaning.  
"Component" means a part of a structural member. The ACI 318 uses the word 

"element" to mean a part of a structural member. In that context what is referred 
to as an element is called a component in the context of this application. 
However, in this context the word "component" also means a number of steel bars 
that are all of the same grade of steel and all of the same size.   

"strain" means a slight change in a dimension of a body. See Distortion for an 
elaboration on this. 

"other" is used in two contexts; in the expression "other distortions" and in the 
expression "other axis".  
"other distortions" means distortions from causes other than stress. (See 
Distortion – Stage, Other, Stress and Load-case distortion defined.) 
"other axis" means an axis other than the axis of interest. The orthogonal axes in 
the plane of the cross-section used to describe the cross-section are referred to as 
"the x, y axes". The axis of interest in a particular analysis may be anywhere on 
the plane of the cross-section. To accommodate this, this application uses a 
second set of orthogonal axes. The axis of interest is referred to as the "reference 
axis" and the axis at right angles to that axis as the "other axis". (See Load Cases) 

"restrained" and  
"unrestrained" relate to the circumstances of the structural member being analyzed. It 

indicates whether or not curvature about the "other" axis is restrained. Usually the 
expression "biaxial analysis" refers to an unrestrained case. (See Load cases) 
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"Curvature deviation" means the angle between the axis of a bending moment and the 
axis of the curvature caused by that bending moment. (See Load cases – Methods 
that provide automatic trial and adjustment)  

Graphics 
The application can display a graphical representation of the cross-section and of the 
stress-strain relationship of each material. These displays can not be changed: they 
simply represent the data at the time a “Display” menu item is clicked. The dialogs for 
these displays are non-modal so that other facilities in the application can be used while 
the display remains on the screen. However the displays are not updated if the data they 
represented is changed.  
Main menu Load cases includes a Display item that leads to a dialog that displays the 
whole cross-section. Note that this is disabled unless there is at least one load case. The 
reference axis of the current load case is shown in blue. All the points in the point 
components are shown as black circles of a size consistent with the cross sectional area in 
the point component description.  
Main menu Materials includes a Display item that leads to a dialog that displays the 
stress-strain relationship of a material. If the material is of material kind “concrete” the 
display has negatively increasing stresses up and negatively increasing strains left to right 
and the ultimate compressive strain is indicated in blue. If the material is of material kind 
“steel that yield” the yield tensile strain is indicated in blue.  

 “Display as text” button 
The edit dialogs for each entity kind includes a button labeled “Display as text”. This 
leads to a further dialog that displays a complete description of the entity as one text 
document. This display is not editable. It is text limited to ASCII characters 10, 13 and 32 
to 126.  
There is a “save as” button that leads to a standard save as dialog. The saved file is text 
intend to be read by a text editor application. A text editor application that is able to use a 
hard-copy printer is envisaged so that a hard copy of the cross-section details can be 
produced.  
If the type font used with these files has a fixed character width then tables of numbers 
will appear in columns. Also in tables there is a comma on each line between each 
column. These commas are intended to assist in the use of the table facilities that are 
provided in some text editor applications.   
Unfortunately a fixed character width type font is not available within this application so 
that columns are not well presented in the dialog on the computer screen.  
The xseckeep.txt file 
The Windows version makes minimal use of the registry.      
The application uses the home path of the application's writable scratch directory or 
storage where it puts a file called "xseckeep.txt". On startup it looks for this file and if it 
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does not find such a file it continues the session using default values for the information 
the user might expect it to remember from a previous session. On closing a session it 
writes such a file.  
This is completely automatic and the user need not be aware of the xseckeep.txt file. 
On the Windows computers used for testing so far, one running Windows 7 and two 
running Windows 8 the home path was:  
<C:/Users/user/AppData/Roaming> 
On an Apple MacBook running OS X 10.10 the home path was: 
<Macintosh HD/Users/user> 
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Files 
The XSF file  
All of the facilities under Files on the main menu work with one kind of file; referred to 
as XSF file.  
The “Save” and “Save as” items on the menu write a file that contains all the information 
the application has. The application works on only one cross-section at a time. Thus there 
is only one cross-section per file: 
The “Open” item on the menu reads all the information and returns the application to the 
state that existed when the file was written.  
The “New” item will cause the main dialog to be replaced by the introductory dialog with 
the current unit system highlighted. Then the “Cancel” button will cause a return to the 
main dialog with the same cross-section description unaffected. The “Choose” button will 
overwrite the current description with a blank new description.  
The application has other facilities that open these files but only read specific 
information. Under Materials on the main menu and Components on the main menu there 
is an item “Import from another XSF file”.  
XSF file structure 
A XSF file is a text file limited to ASCII characters 10, 13 and 32 to 126 (decimal 
representation). The file name extension is “xsf”.  
These files are intended to be read only by this application, although being text files they 
can be inspected, and possibly changed in any text editor application. There is one item 
of information on each line and lines are separated by characters 10 and 13.  
Menu availability 
With the “Choose a unit system” dialog the Open item under Files on the main menu is 
enabled. The unit system in use will change to be compatible with the read file regardless 
of any selection on the “Choose a unit system” dialog. A chosen unit system is effective 
only for a new cross-section description.   
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Materials 
The material edit dialog 
To get a material edit dialog from a blank new cross-section description: 

1. Click on the “Add” item under Materials on the main menu. This will add a 
material to the materials list.  

2. Click on this new material in the list to select it.  
3. Click the “Edit” item under Materials on the main menu. This will open the 

materials edit dialog with a material description that is all default values.  
Near the top of this dialog is a combination list box labeled “Code =” and displaying the 
selection “Properties as described”. The other possible selections from this list include 
various standard design codes such as ACI-318. If a code is selected a second 
combination list box appears listing various clauses in that code. However all the other 
information in the dialog is editable only if the first selection is “Properties as described”.  
Part-way down the dialog is a further combination list box labeled “Material kind =” that 
offers the alternatives:  Steel that yields  Concrete  Other 
If “Steel that yields” is selected a number edit box labeled “tensile yield strain =” 
appears. 
If “Concrete” is selected a number edit box labeled “Ultimate compressive strain =” 
appears. The ultimate strength computation “method” depends on at least one material 
being of this kind. (For the meaning of “method” see “Load cases”.) 
Further down the dialog is a button labeled “Edit stress/strain table”. This leads to a table 
edit dialog for a table that has two columns; one for strain values and the other for the 
corresponding stress values. The explicit algorithm in the main computation facilities can 
work with any stress/strain relationship. (See “Load cases” – “Explicit algorithm”).   
The values in the strain column of this table must be in increasing order. Also if there are 
both negative and positive values zero strain must be included.  
With any other selection from the code selection list all this information is determined 
automatically and is not editable although additional number edit boxes appear 
appropriate to the particular clause in the particular code with labels such as “Specified 
compressive strength fc’ =”.  
To describe a material similar to a code material but fully editable: 

1. Firstly, describe that code material by selecting the code and clause and editing 
the various parameters that appear in their number edit boxes, 

2. Then, return to the code selection list and change the selection to “Properties as 
described”. 

This process will not work in reverse. Any other selection from the code selection list 
will result in a description that is all default values for the particular code selected.  
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Tolerance on curve, above and below 
The stress-strain relationships implied by some codes include a smooth curve defined by 
an algebraic function. The facilities for these materials use an algorithm that fits a 
sequence of straight lines to such a curve.  
The materials edit dialog for these materials includes number edit boxes for above and 
below tolerances. The stress-strain relations automatically generated conforms to those 
tolerances.  
Generally, the greater the tolerances, the fewer lines are in the stress-strain table. Note 
that the time taken by the main computations depends on the number of lines in the 
stress-strain tables. Thus the tolerances should not be set smaller than is necessary.  
The automatic algorithm first determines the minimum number of lines necessary to 
achieve the tolerances. It then optimizes that number of lines to minimize the maximum 
error. This maximum error is often significantly less than the given tolerances.  
ACI 318-14-May 
A draft version of ACI 318-14 was released for comment in May 2014. Facilities for 
some of the materials described in that were included in this application. These have been 
labeled “ACI 318-14-May”. Subsequently, after ACI 318-14 became available facilities 
labeled “ACI 318-14” have been included in the application.  
Those ACI 318-14-May facilities include provisions for light weight concrete; one input 
parameter being the weight density. The default value for this density, 143.96 lb/ft3 , 
gives results the same as the provisions for normal weight concrete.     
The tensile stress in uncracked concrete can also be taken into account by the use of a 
material in this application called "Concrete - serviceability uncracked". The maximum 
tensile stress is included. Nevertheless, this application can produce a slightly unsafe 
result in that it does not model the usual assumption that if part of the tension zone is 
cracked then the whole of the tension zone is cracked. To indicate this condition the 
Result Display obtained from the "Display result" button on the Load Case dialog 
includes the word "Ruptured" against the data on any component of such a material 
where the maximum tensile strain is greater than the rupture strain. In these cases the 
material should be changed to "Concrete - serviceability cracked".  

ACI 318 materials 
The various mentions of "ACI 318" refer to various documents entitled 
"Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete" published by the 
American Concrete Institute, Detroit, Michigan USA.  

AS 3600 1990 
"AS 3600" refers to a document entitled "Concrete structures" published 
by The Standards Association of Australia, Sydney, Australia. 
At the time these facilities were created the document AS 3600 - 1988 with 
Amendment No.1 (dated June 1990) was available. 
Strength reduction factors are not taken into account in this application.  
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The clause choices offered are:  
Concrete - figure C10.6.1 This conforms to clause C10.6.1 in AS 3600 

Supplement 1 - 1990. It includes a parabolic curve that is 
approximated by a sequence of straight lines. The accuracy of this 
approximation can be controlled by the above and below 
tolerances.  

Concrete - Rectangular stress block  conforms to both clauses 8.1.2.2 and 
10.6.2.  

Concrete - Linear elastic, cracked  does not conform to a specific 
description in a code. At small strains the concrete behaves as 
cracked with an elastic modulus determined from clauses 6.1.2(a) 
and 6.1.3(a). At higher strains the behaviour is similar to the details 
stipulated for the rectangular stress block.  
This gives safe and reasonable results for both service load and 
ultimate strength computations. 
The specific properties are: 
(i) It has no tensile strength. 
(ii) In compression, up to a stress of 0.85.fc' it has linear 

behaviour with a modulus of elasticity from clause 6.1.2(a) 
assuming a density of 2400 kg/m3.  

(iii) Between the strain at the upper limit of the linear 
behaviour, and 0.003 compressive strain, the stress is 
constant at 0.85.fc' . 

(iv) Above 0.003 compressive strain there is no stress. 
(v) The maximum usable strain is 0.003.  

Mild steel conforms to clauses 6.2.2(a) and 6.2.3(a); clause 6.2.3(a) being 
interpreted in the light of the first paragraph after the heading 
C6.2.3 in AS 3600 Supplement 1 - 1990.   

BS 8110 1985 
BS 8110 was published by the British Standards Institute. The facilities in 
this application were based on the 1985 version. 
The several different kinds of prestressing steel offered are all given the 
material type steel that yields. This is so that the yield stress computed 
from the formula in the code can appear in the description. The expression 
“Steel that yields” implies mild steel although these materials would not 
normally be classed as mild steel.  
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Concrete - Pt1 figure 2.1 includes a parabolic curve that is approximated by 
a sequence of straight lines. The accuracy of this approximation 
can be controlled by the above and below tolerances.  

Concrete - Linear elastic, cracked  does not conform to a specific 
description in a code. At small strains the concrete behaves as 
cracked with an elastic modulus as given in Part 2 section 7. At 
higher strains the behaviour is similar to the details in Part 1 figure 
3.3.  
The specific properties are: 
(i) It has no tensile strength. 
(ii) In compression, up to a stress of  0.67.fcu/m  it has 

linear behaviour with a modulus of elasticity as given by 
equation 17 in Part 2 Section 7. Ko was taken as 20 
kN/mm2 

(iii) Between the strain at the upper limit of the linear 
behaviour, and 0.0035 compressive strain, the stress is 
constant at  0.67.fcu/m . 

(iv) Above 0.0035 compressive strain there is no stress. 
(v) The maximum usable strain is 0.0035.  

Eurocode 2: Feb 2014 Facilities labeled “Eurocode 2: Feb 2014” are based on a document 
entitled “Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures – Part 1-1: General 
rules and rules for buildings” published by the British Standards Institute. 
It was also identified “BS EN 1992-1-1:2004 Incorporating corrigendum 
January 2008, November 2010 and February 2014”.  
The materials labeled “Concrete – figure 3.3” and “Concrete – figure 
3.4” were in accordance clause 3.1.7 sub clauses (1) and (2) respectively. 
The facilities will accept any value for the characteristic compressive 
cylinder strength, fck  within the range 12 MPa to 90 MPa. In the 
interpretation of Table 3.1 linear interpolation was used for values 
between the values in adjacent columns.  
The materials labeled “Steel – Cl.3.2.7 (2) a)” and “Steel – Cl.3.2.7 (2) 
b)” were in accordance clause 3.2.7 and were both shown in figure 3.8. 
The values for the variables in Table C.1 used were the minimums 
stipulated in that table. The value for the strain limit εud mentioned in 
clause 3.2.7 (2) a) was taken as 0.9 times εuk ; the value recommended in 
Note 1:  
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Linear elastic 
The code choice linear elastic allows the user to stipulate a Young's 
modulus and a material type.  
The main envisaged use of this facility is in reworking examples published 
in standard texts on structural concrete design. Generally this application 
can work with exactly the same assumptions as are used in conventional 
design to produce exactly the same results. 
The Young's modulus stipulated here is quite independent of the modula 
ratio that is associated with each component. A material description 
generated by this facility is used in the main computations but cannot 
affect the transformed section properties. (see “Transformed section 
properties” item on the Components menu.)   

NZS 3101 1982 
"NZS 3101" refers to a document entitled "Code of practice for the 
design of concrete structures" published by the Standards Association of 
New Zealand, Wellington New Zealand. The latest version available when 
the XSEC facilities were created was the 1982 version. 
The material descriptions generated by the facilities under this choice are 
the same as those under the ACI 318-89 choice.  
The equivalent clause references are: 
ACI 318-89 clause 10.2.4  = NZS 3101:1983 clause 6.3.1.4 
ACI 318-89 clause 10.2.7  = NZS 3101:1983 clause 6.3.1.7 
ACI 318-89 clause 10.2.6  = NZS 3101:1983 clause 6.3.1.6 
ACI 318-89 clause 8.5.1  = NZS 3101:1983 clause 3.3.4.1 

Special concrete 
A code choice Special concrete leads to facilities that automatically 
generate materials descriptions conforming to documents other than the 
mainstream codes.   
Carreira & Chu  The stress-strain relation generated by this facility 

follows two technical papers: 
Carreira, Domingo J.  Chu, Kuang-Han 'Stress-Strain 

Relationship for Plain Concrete in Compression,' 
ACI Journal Nov-Dec 1985 pp797- 804 

Carreira, Domingo J.  Chu, Kuang-Han 'Stress-Strain 
Relationship for Reinforced Concrete in Tension,' 
ACI Journal Jan-Feb 1986 pp21-28 

Collins/Mitchell  The stress-strain relation generated by this facility is 
described in the book: 
Collins, Michael P., Mitchell Denis "Prestressed Concrete 
Structures", Prentice Hall, New Jersey USA 1991. 
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The basic properties are described in Section 3.3 of that book. The 
basic stress-strain relationship conforms to equations 3-1, 3-3, 3-4, 
3-5 and 3-6.  
The "Compressive strength fc'" on the material edit dialog is 
the fc' in those equations.  
Also on the material edit dialog are cells for a "Tensile 
characteristic" and a "Creep factor".  
Tensile characteristic - A non-zero value allow the computations 

to take into account the tensile stresses in the concrete after 
cracking. This is described in section 4.10 of the book. The 
facility adds to the basic stress-strain relationship a tensile 
part that conforms to equation 4-20. The value of the 
Tensile characteristic is to be the product of 1 2 fcr    
fcr is the cracking stress. 
1 = 1.0 for deformed reinforcing bars   
1 = 0.7 for plain bars, wires or bonded strand  
1 = 0.0 for unbonded reinforcement   
2 = 1.0 for short-term monotonic loading   
2 = 0.7 for sustained and/or repeated loading  
An embedment zone is to be included in the cross-section 
description and a material that uses this facility assigned to 
it. (See Components – Special Purpose Components –
Embedment Zones) 

Creep factor - This is not a creep coeficient as described in the 
1992 booklet clause 3.13.3. Nevertheless a value of 1.0 
means no creep is taken into account. Values greater than 
1.0 allow the computation of the "long-term response". The 
basic stress-strain relationship is modified as shown in 
Figure 3.10 in the book.  
The value of the creep factor is the ratio of  'c,eff  to  'c. 
That is 'c,eff  divided by 'c . This is also Ec divided by 
Ec,eff 
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This provides an approach to creep computations that is 
quite different to, and separate from, the creep contribution 
to the "other" distortion of the component.  
Section 5.10 of the book is headed "Determination of long-
term moment-curvature response". The last paragraph in 
that section says   
"short term" and "long term" are intended to represent 
bounds on the actual response of a prestressed member. It 
is also possible, by making somewhat more detailed 
calculations, to predict the response for a specific load 
history.  
Other facilities provide for those more detailed calculations 
that follow a specific load history.   
The use of this facility allows for the rework of the worked 
examples in the book.  

Kent-Park - confined Kent-Park - unconfined  These materials were described in a paper:  
Kent, D. C., Park, R., "Flexural Members with confined concrete," 
Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE, v.97, No.ST7, July 1971, 
pp1969-1990.  
The facility in this application was based on a subsequent paper: 
Thompson, K. J., Park, R., "Ductility of Prestressed and Partially 
Prestressed Concrete Beam Sections", PCI Journal 25 (2) 
March/April 1980, pp46-70.  

Mander - Confined  Mander - Unconfined: Stress-strain relationships for concrete were 
suggested in a research report:  
Mander, J. B., Priestley, M. J. N., Park, R. 'Seismic Design of 
bridge piers', Report 84-2, Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Canterbury, New Zealand, Feb. 1984 
A published article relating to this was: 
Mander, J. B., Priestley, M. J. N., Park, R. 'Theoretical Stress-
Strain Model for Confined Concrete', Jn Structural Engineering, 
ASCE v114 n8, August 1988, p1804 - 1826 
The facilities in this application were based on a research report: 
King, D. J., Priestley, M. J. N., Park, R. 'Computer programs for 
concrete column design', Report 86-12, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Canterbury, New Zealand, May 1986 
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The computation method used in this application is very different 
to any of the computation methods described in those reports. 
Nevertheless, the universal nature of this application allows it to do 
computations based on exactly the same assumption as to the 
properties of materials, and the physical nature of a structural 
member.  
Parameters of the properties are:  The concrete cylinder strength fc' This is usually assumed 

to be equivalent to the specified compressive strength in 
terms of the ACI 318 code.  The lateral confining stress fl' The King, Priestley, Park 
report sets out formula for fl' that depend on details of the 
confining reinforcing steel. That is, details of the ties and 
stirrups.  

Special steel 
A code choice Special steel leads to facilities that automatically generate 
materials descriptions conforming to documents other than the mainstream 
codes.   
Collins/Mitchell  The stress-strain relation generated by this facility is 

described in the book: 
Collins, Michael P., Mitchell Denis "Prestressed Concrete 
Structures", Prentice Hall, New Jersey USA 1991. 
This material is described as "low-relaxation strand with fpu 
= 270 ksi (1860 MPa)" 
The basic properties are described in Section 3.14 of that book. 
The basic stress-strain relationship conforms to equation 3-26.  
Also on the material edit dialog are number edit boxes for a "Strain 
at rupture" and a "Relaxation".  
Strain at rupture - At this strain the stress drops to zero. This 

parameter does not affect the shape of the rest of the 
relationship. Thus, depending on this parameter the 
maximum stress is not exactly 270 ksi (1860 MPa).  

Relaxation - This is expressed as a percentage. Zero means that no 
relaxation.  
The basic stress-strain relationship is modified in that each 
stress is reduced by the given percentage. 
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This provides an approach to relaxation that is an 
alternative to, and separate from, the use of the "other" 
distortion facilities that can take relaxation into account.  
The use of this facility allows the rework the worked 
examples in the book.  

Mander/King - Mild  
Mander/King - High strength: Stress-strain relationships for steel that 

include strain hardening were discussed in a research report:  
Mander, J. B., Priestley, M. J. N., Park, R. 'Seismic Design of 
bridge piers', Report 84-2, Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Canterbury, New Zealand, Feb. 1984 
The facilities in this application were based on a subsequent report: 
King, D. J., Priestley, M. J. N., Park, R. 'Computer programs for 
concrete column design', Report 86-12, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Canterbury, New Zealand, May 1986 
This report implies there are two input parameters:   The yield stress of the steel fy, and  

 The Young's modulus Es.  
Also the expressions "mild" and "high strength" were used with 
different formula for:   The strain at the onset of strain hardening, and   The strain at maximum stress. 
These expressions "mild" and "high strength" are used on the 
Material edit dialog.  
That King, Priestley, Park report also included the comment: 

"The normal design values for fy are 275 MPa for mild 
steel and 380 MPa for high strength steel. Young's 
modulus is usually taken at 200,000 MPa."  

Nevertheless, the facilities allow other values for the two 
parameters.  
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Components 
There are two kinds of component;  Shape components. Typically a shape component is of concrete.  Point components. Typically a point component is an arrangement of steel 

reinforcing bars.  
Each component is all of one material.  
The shape of a shape component must be described by a set of connected straight lines. 
In a point component what is represented by each point must each have the same cross-
sectional area.  
The shape component edit dialog 
To get a shape component edit dialog from a blank new cross-section description: 

1. Click on the “Add shape component” item under Components on the main 
menu. This will add a component to the components list.  

2. Click on this new component in the list to select it.  
3. Click the “Edit” item under Components on the main menu. This will open the 

shape component edit dialog with a shape component description that is all 
default values.  

Near the top is a number edit box labeled “Modula ratio =” and the box contains the 
default value of 1.00. This is used only in the Transformed Section Properties facility 
available under Components on the main menu. It does not affect the main computations 
available under Load-cases on the main menu. The application makes no connection 
between this and the material descriptions. 
Under that edit box is a combination list box labeled “Material =” and displaying the 
selection “Material not yet determined”. The other selections available in this list are the 
names of the materials in the main materials list box.  
Under that combination list box is a panel headed “’Stage’ and ‘Other’ distortions”. 
This is used in facilities intended to take into account the affects of composite 
construction, staged construction, drying shrinkage, creep and thermal expansion and 
contraction.  
Where these facilities are not required the six number edit boxes near the bottom of this 
panel should all contain zero.  
Below that panel is a radio button group labeled “Shape described” with individual 
buttons labeled “clockwise” and “anticlockwise”. The shape is to be described in a table 
with columns for X and Y each line representing a corner between straight sides. The 
table can follow around the perimeter either clockwise or anticlockwise according to this 
radio button group.  
The X and Y are in terms of the global axes, not any references axes that may be defined. 
Below that radio button group is a button labeled “Shape table” that leads to a table edit 
dialog for the table describing the shape.   
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The point component edit dialog 
To get a point component edit dialog from a blank new cross-section description: 

1. Click on the “Add point component” item under Components on the main 
menu. This will add a component to the components list.  

2. Click on this new component in the list to select it.  
3. Click the “Edit” item under Components on the main menu. This will 

open the point component edit dialog with a point component description 
that is all default values.  

Near the top is a number edit box labeled “Modula ratio =” and the box contains the 
default value of 10.00. This is used only in the Transformed Section Properties facility 
available under Components on the main menu. It does not affect the main computations 
available under Load-cases on the main menu. The application makes no connection 
between this and the material descriptions. 
Under that edit box is a combination list box labeled “Material =” and displaying the 
selection “Material not yet determined”. The other selections available in this list are the 
names of the materials in the main materials list box.  
Under that combination list box is a heading “Each point:” and number edit boxes labeled 
“Cross-sectional area =” and “Bar diameter =”. Only the cross-sectional area is used in 
the main computation available under Load-cases on the main menu and also the 
Transformed Section Properties available under Components on the main menu.  
To the right of the cross-sectional area number box is a button labeled “Compute from 
diameter”. This will put a number in the cross-sectional area number box computed from 
the number in the bar diameter box.  
To the right of the bar diameter number box is a button labeled “Compute from area”. 
This will put a number in the bar diameter number box computed from the number in the 
cross-sectional area box.  
The theory behind this application does not require that each point represents something 
that is circular. It does require that the point location is at the centroid of the shape, 
whatever it is.  
Below these number edit boxes is a button labeled “Points table”. This leads to a table 
edit dialog for a table with five columns. Each line in the table represents one point. The 
columns: 

1. A line number. 
2. The X of the point location. 
3. The Y of the point location. 
4. The “Other distortion” of the point. 
5. The “Stage distortion” of the point.    

The X and Y are in terms of the global axes, not any references axes that may be defined. 
The ’Stage’ and ‘Other’ distortions are used in facilities intended to take into account the 
affects of prestressing, composite construction, staged construction, drying shrinkage, 
creep, relaxation and thermal expansion and contraction.  
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Where these facilities are not required the numbers in these two columns should all be 
zeros.  
Special purpose components 
Core and cover concrete 
Core concrete can be distinguished from cover concrete. (Such a distinction is required in 
computations that allow the beneficial effects on the core concrete of the confinement 
provided by stirrups and ties.)  
Describe the concrete as two components: 

 An outline component with the shape of the outline of the concrete, and assigned 
a material appropriate to cover concrete (such as a material generated by Special 
Concrete - Mander - Unconfined). 

 A core component with a shape defined by the confining effect, and assigned a 
material appropriate to confined concrete (such as a material generated by Special 
Concrete - Mander - Confined). 

Generally, a component that is inside another component displaces the material of that 
other component. Thus, there is no need to describe the inside boundary of the cover 
concrete. The cover concrete is simply what is left outside the core.  
Embedment zones 
Tensile stresses in the concrete after cracking are described in the book: 
Collins, Michael P., Mitchell Denis "Prestressed Concrete Structures", Prentice Hall, 
New Jersey USA 1991.  
As explained in section 4.10 of that book this is called "tension stiffening". The book 
quotes Morsch in 1908 "Because of friction against the reinforcement, and of the tensile 
strength which still exists in pieces lying between the cracks, even cracked concrete 
decreases to some extent the stretch of the reinforcement." 
An embedment zone is a part of the concrete that is associated with reinforcement. 
Section 4.14 of the book describes some rules taken from a CEB-FIP code that determine 
the extent of embedment zones.  
In this application each embedment zone is to be described as a separate component. 
Then a material that has this tensile strength can be assigned to that component. A 
suitable material can be generated by Special concrete — Collins/Mitchell. 
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Load Cases 
The main computation facilities are provided in an entity called a “load case”. Each 
cross-section can have several load cases associated with it. Each load case is intended to 
represent a particular situation in the life of the structural member that is of interest. Such 
points of interest might be the ultimate strength, or the distortion under a known loading.   
Each load case has an introductory dialog that has provision for:  
A name: to identify the load case.  
Reference axes: Associated with each load case is a set of reference axes that are part of 

the description of what is of interest. The orthogonal axes in the plane of the 
cross-section used to describe the cross-section are referred to as "the x, y axes". 
The axis of interest in a particular analysis may be anywhere on the plane of the 
cross-section. To accommodate this a second set of orthogonal axes is used. The 
axis of interest is referred to as the "reference axis" and the axis at right angles to 
that axis as the "other axis".   
The dialog has provision for the x and y of the origin and the orientation angle of 
the references axis all expressed in terms of the global x, y axes. 

Check box – “Account for concrete displaced by bars”: It is intended that this will 
normally be checked. This can be uncheck to obtain results for comparison with 
results from other computation facilities that do not account for the concrete 
displaced by the reinforcing.  

Check box – “Curvature about other axis restrained”: This relates to the 
circumstances of the structural member. It can be important in computations 
involving trial and adjustment. Unchecking this box adds a degree of freedom to 
the trial and adjustment process. Usually the expression "biaxial analysis" refers 
to an unrestrained case.  

Maximum iterations: A number edit box labeled “Maximum iterations =”. Although 
this is on a specific load case dialog it applies to all load-cases and all methods 
that use trail and adjustment. It is intended that this should normally not affect the 
computation. It is intended it should come into effect only when something is 
wrong. It is a limit on the total number of iterations as represented by the iteration 
count numbers in the left most column on the computation progress dialog. When 
this number is reached the computations stop and the close button on the 
computation progress dialog is enabled.   
There is a separate iteration count limit that applies only to the trial and 
adjustment on the curvature. This is in the inner most loop of the nested trial and 
adjustment routines used for two and three degrees of freedom. The count is reset 
to one each time that inner-most loop is invoked. The limit is set at 150 and 
cannot be changed by the user. Experience so far is that whenever this limit is 
reached something is wrong.  
A suggested value for the overall maximum iterations represented on the Load-
case dialog is 2000. However this may not be appropriate in all situations.  
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Computation method = : leads to a drop-down list of “methods”. Several different 
computation facilities are provided each of which is called a “method”. 
Only one method can be current in a load case. However the current method can 
be changed at any time by a simple selection from the drop-down list so that a 
combination of the methods can be used in an investigation of the situation the 
load case represents.  

Compute - button: leads to a computation dialog although it also invokes a check on the 
geometry of the cross-section. If a problem is found a dialog with a description of 
the problem appears instead.  
There is a different computation dialog for each method. Generally there is a 
panel for the input information near the top. Under that is a compute button and 
near the bottom is a panel for the results.  

Display result - button: leads to a dialog where the result is displayed as text and there 
are facilities for writing that text to a file.  
The result is first displayed as values for the six variables in terms of the reference 
axes. These distortion values represent only the Load-case distortion. 
This is followed by the bending moment expressed in polar co-ordinates. This is 
the bending moment with the axial load at the origin of the references axes 
although the orientation angle is in terms of the global X, Y axes. 
Then, if there is an axial load the cartesian co-ordinates of the axial load in terms 
of the global X, Y axes. 
This is followed by an account for the axial force in the various kinds of 
materials. Here the expression “mild steel” means “steel that yields”. 
Finally there is a display of the extreme strains in each component. These strains 
are the “stress strains”. (see “Distortion” – “Stage, Other, stress and Load-case 
distortion defined”.) 

The explicit algorithm 
All the different methods use the same explicit algorithm. This works with six variables;  

three representing the loading; being:  The axial load at the origin of the reference axes.  The bending moment about the reference axis  The bending moment about the other axis 
and three representing the distortion; being:  The axial strain at the origin of the reference axes.  The curvature about the reference axis  The curvature about the other axis.  

This explicit algorithm takes as input the three distortion variables and outputs the three 
loading variables. For a description of this algorithm see Thompson, P. J. Discussion of 
"Ultimate Strength Domain of Reinforced Concrete Sections under Biaxial Bending and 
Axial Load", ACI Structural Journal, Nov-Dec 2013 pp 1109-1112. 
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Only Load Case distortions displayed on the load case dialogs 
The distortion variables that appear on the Load Case dialog, and all the dialogs 
presented from that dialog represent only the “load case” distortions. The “stage” 
distortion and “other” distortions of each component are automatically taken into account 
so that the explicit algorithm works with the Stress Distortions.  
In contrast the loading values output by the explicit algorithm and as displayed on these 
dialogs represent the total loading on the cross-section.   
Note that the load case distortion obeys plane-sections-remain-plane over the whole 
cross-section.  
Methods that do not provide automatic trial and adjustment. 
Two of the methods simply invoke the explicit algorithm but require manual trial and 
adjustment to assess the affect of a given loading. With one the input is simply values for 
the three distortion variable. With the other the input is the location of three points and 
values for the strain at those three points. These are intended for detailed studies of a 
specific situation.  
Utility: Curvatures and axial strain is a method that simply invokes the explicit 

algorithm: the input is values for the three distortion variables and the output is 
the three loading variables.  
This method can be used with manual trial and adjustment of the distortion 
variables to find the distortion cause by a given loading.  
The dialog for this method includes a button labeled “Set input to current case” 
that has a purpose when other methods are used in combination. The methods that 
provide automatic trial and adjustment have some of the loading variables in the 
input and some of the distortion variables are in the output. To accommodate this 
memory locations for two sets of the six variables are used; one set of six for the 
input and another set of six for the output. This button copies the three distortion 
variables from the output set to the input set.  

Utility: Strain at three points is another method that simply invokes the explicit 
algorithm. The input is the location of three points and values for the strain at 
those three points.  
This method may be seen as more convenient for manual trial and adjustment.  
It is required that the three points are not in a straight line. The application 
automatically checks for this and can give an error message. An example of three 
points that are not in a straight line are the two concrete corners on one face of a 
rectangular column and the centre of a reinforcing bar that is in the opposite face 
of the column.  
It is not necessary each point is a corner of the concrete or the centre of a bar. 
Nevertheless there is a facility for choosing a point if it is to be a corner of the 
concrete or the centre of a bar. The “choose” button opens a dialog where a 
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component can be chosen from a drop-down list and then a specific location 
chosen from the table description of that component.  
If the strain at a particular point is to be related to the stress-strain relationship of 
the material then the “other” distortions and the “stage” distortion need to be 
taken into account. Examples to illustrate this requirement are:   where the concrete is to be at the maximum usable strain  where a steel bar is to be at the first yield strain. 
There are facilities on the “choose” dialog for this computation. If the material is 
of type “concrete” or of type “steel that yields” then the recorded maximum 
usable strain or first yield strain can be used. There is a check box to determine 
this.  
If the material is not “concrete” and not “steel that yields” or the check box is not 
checked a number input box is provided for the strain caused by stress.   
Note: At this stage in the development the application does not record the details 
of this computation in the XSF file. Only the resulting point location and load 
case strain at that point are recorded.  

Methods that provide automatic trial and adjustment. 
Generally the explicit algorithm will always work and generally the output is correct in 
that in accordance with the cross-section and material descriptions and the model they 
represent the output loading would cause the input distortion. An exception to this is the 
limiting strain problem. (See limiting strain problem.) 
However, an automatic trial and adjustment procedure to assess the affect of a given 
loading that is guaranteed to work in every case is not provided. The methods provided 
should work in most usual cases and facilities are provided to make the procedures useful 
even when they do not work perfectly.  
The Ultimate Bending Moment method is an adaptation of a well established 
computation procedure described in most standards texts. Trial and adjustment on the 
depth of the neutral axis described in the texts is tantamount to the trial and adjustment on 
the curvature about the reference axis.  
Curvature deviation 
The facilities that cope with the unrestrained case have a further degree of freedom in the 
trail and adjustment being the orientation of the curvature: the neutral axis is not always 
parallel with the reference axis. Expressed in rectangular co-ordinates in terms of the 
reference axes the curvature about the “other” axis is not always zero. 
The trial and adjustment that deals with this works with the variables expressed in polar 
co-ordinates. The six variables in polar co-ordinates are: 

three representing the loading; being:  The axial load at the origin of the reference axes.  The magnitude of the bending moment 
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 The orientation of the bending moment expressed as the angle from the 
reference axis. 

and three representing the distortion; being:  The axial strain at the origin of the reference axes.  The magnitude of the curvature  The orientation of the curvature expressed as the angle from the reference 
axis.  

These distortion variables represent the “load case” distortions as distinct from the 
“stage” distortion and “other” distortions of each component.  
A variable called “curvature deviation” is defined as the angle between the orientation 
of the bending moment and the orientation of the curvature.  
Curvature deviation is made the subject of trial and adjustment. Generally it is between 
minus 90 degrees and plus 90 degrees and usually zero is a satisfactory first estimate.  
In the unrestrained case the orientation of the objective bending moment is aligned with 
the reference axis so that the final value of the deviation angle is the orientation of the 
curvature relative to the reference axis. The curvature deviation angle is seen as a 
distortion variable.  
This trial and adjustment process is not suitable where the bending moment is small. It 
has proved satisfactory for ultimate strength, first yield strength and most service load 
situations where there is a bending moment. Where the bending moment is very small the 
method “Utility: curvatures and axial load” is suggested with manual trial and adjustment 
on the curvatures.  
The computation dialog 
There is a different computation dialog for each method although some features are 
common to them all.  
Input Information:  In the panel for the input information near the top there is 

provision for objective values for three of the variables (expressed in rectangular 
co-ordinates in terms of the reference axes). Associated with each loading 
variable is a tolerance.  
The unrestrained case implies an objective that the bending moment about the 
other axis is zero. There is no provision for a tolerance on this. However the 
minimum increment of the curvature deviation angle is 0.01 degrees or 36 
seconds. This implies the tolerance is 0.017 % of the bending moment about the 
reference axis.  

First Estimates: Under that panel is a panel for first estimates of the distortion 
variables. Associated with each variable is an increment. These are the increments 
used at the start of the trial and adjustment process. During the trial and 
adjustment process the increments are made smaller and smaller until the 
tolerances on the objectives are achieved.  
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After each successful computation these first estimates are automatically set to the 
corresponding values in the result. (The increment values however are not 
changed.) 

Compute Buttons: Under the first estimates panel is a compute button, and with some 
methods two compute buttons. The two buttons are intended to produce the same 
result. The difference is that the upper of the two leads to procedures that are 
robust intended to have a good result if at all possible, whereas the lower leads to 
procedures that are less robust but quicker. . 

Auto start, Auto Close check boxes: To the right of the computation buttons are check 
boxes labeled “Auto start computations” and “Auto close progress dialog”. 
Normally both these should be checked. Unchecking of these allows the user 
more control of the automatic trial and adjustment. This should be necessary only 
in a difficult situation where the automatic process does not work properly.  

Result panel: The result panel near the bottom of the dialog has provision for all six 
variable and they are expressed in terms of the reference axes. Generally the 
explicit algorithm will always produce a correct output in that in accordance with 
the cross-section and material descriptions and the model they represent the 
output describes a possible state of the structural member.  
Generally, even when the trial and adjustment routine fails the result from the last 
cycle of the computations is displayed. When the trial and adjustment routine fails 
a short message appears near the top of the results panel to indicate the 
computation failure and why. Although the result does not answer the direct 
question it is possibly of some use.  
Sometimes (if the final cycle was in phase 2) two results are displayed. In these 
cases radio buttons appear below the results panel allowing the user to choose 
which of the results is possibly useful.  

The “Limiting strain problem” 
Some times the note “limiting strain problem” appears in the results panel and  no result 
is displayed.  
This problem occurs in the explicit algorithm rather than the trial and adjustment process. 
It can occur where there is a discontinuity in the stress-strain relationship of the concrete.  
There are such discontinuities with the rectangular stress block at the strains 
corresponding to the sides of the block.  
It occurs when the stress distortion of a shape component has no curvature and the strain 
corresponds to a discontinuity in the stress-strain relationship.  
The application includes an automatic check for this condition. If it occurs during 
automatic trail and adjustment automatically the result of the particular cycle is ignored, a 
distortion variable is changed slightly and the automatic trial and adjustment is continued. 
This usually works and the final result is not affected.  
If, however, the computation is for a final output result no result is displayed and the 
error message “Limiting strain problem” is displayed. 
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In this situation it is suggested the user make a small, possibly trivial change in the 
objective variables and repeat the computations.   
Computation progress dialog 
Accompanying the computations is a progress dialog that appears when a compute button 
is pressed. If the “Auto start computation” box is checked the computations proceed 
without further action by the user. If the computations are successful in that a solution is 
found, and the “Auto close progress dialog” box is checked the progress dialog will close 
and the focus will return to the computation dialog.  
The main part of the progress dialog is a table that has a line to display the results of each 
use of the explicit algorithm.  
In a panel near the top are five buttons: 
“Stop”  – interrupts the automatic process.  
“Step”  – causes one cycle of the computations, that is the incrementing of the 

various distortion variables and one used of the explicit algorithm.  
“Go”  – causes the automatic trial and adjustment to proceed.  
“Escape”  – the computations are abandoned and the “close” button is enabled.  
“Close”  – the progress dialog is closed and the focus is returned to the computation 

dialog. 
The table has eleven columns. The six right hand most columns display the result values 
for the six variables expressed in terms of the references axes.  
The first column on the left contains an iteration count.  
The second, third and fourth columns contain the values of the variables that are the 
subject of the adjustments.  
The second column contains the subject strain value. With some methods the subject 
location is given in the panel at the top of the dialog otherwise it is at the origin of the 
reference axes.  
The third column contains the curvature deviation angle expressed in degrees.  
The fourth column contains the curvature magnitude value. It is expressed as per inch or 
per metre depending on the unit system in use.  
The label “Phase 1” or “Phase 2” may appear at the top of each of these three columns. 
The search routine for each degree of freedom has two phases: 
Phase 1 is a search for two values of the distortion variable that produce errors of 
opposite sign in the corresponding loading variable.  
Phase 2 is interpolation between the two values found in Phase 1.  
The correspondence between the various distortion variables and the various loading 
variables varies between the various methods. However the Ultimate Bending Moment, 
Yield Bending Moment and Given Bending Moment methods use: 
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Curvature magnitude  corresponds with  axial load 
Curvature deviation  corresponds with  bending moment orientation  
Axial strain  corresponds with  bending moment magnitude 
The correspondence between curvature deviation and bending moment orientation does 
not work when the bending moment magnitude is small. The problem is that small 
changes in the curvature deviation cause large changes in the bending moment 
orientation. For this situation the method Utility: Curvatures and Axial load is provided. 
This uses 
Axial strain  corresponds with  axial load 
It is intended this method is used in combination with manual trail and adjustment on the 
curvatures.  
A note on steel that has a strain limit 
It has been common to assume that reinforcing steel sustains a load regardless of how 
large the strain. Many standard codes of practice included this assumption. Examples are 
ACI318:14 clause 20.2.2.1 and Eurocode 2: (BS EN 1992-1-1:2004) clause 3.2.7 (2) b).  
A steel stress – strain relationship that has a strain limit and stipulates that beyond that 
limit there is no stress reflects reality. However, this can cause a problem with the 
Ultimate Bending Moment method particularly if that breaking strain limits the strength 
of the cross-section. Eurocode 2: (BS EN 1992-1-1:2004) clause 3.2.7 (2) a) describes 
such as stress – strain relationship.   
In general the existence of such a strain limit can be assessed on the material edit dialog. 
The “Display as text” button on that dialog reveals a stress – strain table. If such a strain 
limit exists t1he bottom line of that table has a zero stress value. The strain limit is the 
strain value on that same bottom line. 
In such cases the Yield Bending Moments “method” might help.  
Use the Yield Bending Moments “method” and increased the strain in the critical bar 
from the yield strain to a strain slightly less than the strain limit. This can be done on the 
“choose a bar” dialog. Uncheck the check box indicating that the yield tensile strain is to 
be used and a text edit box will appear where a strain can be input.  
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Time affect sets 
The information in the Time Affect Sets is not used by any of the computation facilities 
under Load-cases on the main menu nor by the Transformed Section Properties facility.  
When the user applies a Time Affect Set (using the Apply a set item under Time affect 
sets on the main menu) the Other Distortion of the various components are affected and 
that in turn affects the main computations.  
The manual keying of shrinkage and creep directly into the Other Distortion number 
boxes in the component edit dialogs might seem to be a trivial mater and that there is no 
need for time affect sets.  
It is envisaged that the application of the time affects will be part of a sequence of 
computation and that sequence will be repeated many times as the design of a structure 
progresses from an initial concept to a final perfected design. The repeated use of a Time 
Affect Set makes it worthwhile.  
The Time Affect Set edit dialog 
To get a Time affect set edit dialog from a blank new cross-section description: 

1. Click on the “Add” item under Time Affect Sets on the main menu. This will 
add a Time Affect Set to the Time Affect Set list.  

2. Click on this new Time Affect Set in the list to select it.  
3. Click the “Edit” item under Time Affect Sets on the main menu. This will 

open the Time Affect Set edit dialog with a Time Affect Set description that is 
all default values.  

The Time Affect Set edit dialog is a table edit dialog although unlike the other table edit 
dialogs it has a fixed number of lines; there being one line for each component. The table 
has four columns: 

1. A line number 
2. The component name 
3. A creep coefficient. That is the ratio of the creep strain to the elastic strain of the 

loading causing the creep. 
4. A shrinkage; a strain that is constant over the area of the component. This is to be 

expressed as a positive number although when the set is applied it is a negative 
contribution to the Other Distortion strain.   

Near the top of this dialog is a combination list box labeled “Creep load =” and 
displaying the selection “No affect”. The other possible selections from this list are the 
Load-cases in the main Load-case list.  
Applying a Time Affect Set 
A Time Affect Set pertains to a specific period of time in the life a structural member. 
The envisaged circumstances during that period and the duration length of the period 
would be important in determining the various coefficients and shrinkage values. Also 
important is the loading during that period.  
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In the physical model that is the basis of this facility the loading is assumed to be 
constant during the period. A load case describing that loading is required and that 
implies objective values for all three loading variables.  
If there is a significant bending moment the Given Bending Moment should work. If 
however, the bending moment is small it may be necessary to resort to the Utility: 
Curvatures and Axial Load method and use manual trial and adjustment of the curvatures 
to find the distortion corresponding to the loading.  
The procedure is: 

1. Add a Load-case, give it a name indicating its purpose and set it up with 
the envisaged loading that would cause the creep. 

2. Add a Time Affect Set, give it a name indicating its purpose and fill in the 
appropriate values for the creep coefficients and shrinkage. 

3. In the Time Affect Set select the load case set up in step 1 as the creep 
load. 

4. Compute the Load-case set up in step 1.  
5. Apply the Time Affect Set using the Apply Set item under Time Affect 

Sets on the main menu. 
Note that only steps 4 and 5 would be required in every cycle of a design process.  
Note also that the application of a Time Affect Set makes a change in the cross-section 
description and thus makes all the Load-case results invalid.  
In many circumstances creep and shrinkage affects the loading on a cross-section so that 
the assumption of constant loading is not true. This procedure is a compromise; an 
approximation.   
Time affects not included in the automatic facilities 
The Apply Set item under Time Affect Sets on the main menu automatically affects the 
“other” distortion variables on the component description dialogs. With the use of these 
facilities there should never be a need to edit these variable directly on those dialogs.  
Nevertheless those variables on those dialogs are editable.  
Any affect can be included in a point component and any affect that obeys plane-
sections-remain-plane within a shape component can be included in a shape component. 
For example concrete drying shrinkage that varies through the depth of a horizontal slab 
can be included as a curvature. Also thermal expansion and contraction can be included. 
For example the day to night change in the temperature of a bridge deck slab can be more 
at the top surface than the bottom which implies curvatures.  
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Chronological Sequence  
A sequence of computations that follows the chronological sequence of events in the life 
of a structural member is envisaged. This provides a framework for the description of 
some of the facilities in this application. It is also envisaged that such a sequence will be 
repeated many times as a design progresses from an initial concept to a final perfected 
design.  
Load cases with all three loading variable as objectives 
Both the adoption of a stage load and also the computation of creep require a load case 
where all three loading variables are objectives. This is one of the purposes of the “Given 
bending moment” method. This method will not work however in situations where the 
bending moment is small. An example to illustrate this is a pretensioned member 
immediately after the tendons are released. The method “Utility: Curvatures and axial 
load” is provided for this situation. In the case of the pretensioned member immediately 
after the tendons are released the axial load is zero. With the curvatures also set to zero 
this method will compute the bending moment if the member stays flat on the 
pretensioning bed. That bending moment can be compared with the bending moment 
from the self weight if the member were to lift itself off the pretensioning bed. A bending 
moment with zero curvature that is greater indicates the member would lift off the bed. In 
this case the curvature can be adjusted manually to find the curvature where the bending 
moments are equal.  
Time affects 
For the steps to apply a Time Affect Set that includes creep computation see Time Affect 
Set - Applying a Time Affect Set.  
Adopting a stage load  
The initial state and stage distortion facilities have a purpose illustrated by two parallel 
structural members in close association but structurally independent; each having a 
loading and corresponding distortions. At a particular instant in the construction process 
these two members are joined so they act as one structural member. Immediately after 
that instant the resulting member has a loading that is the combined affect of the two 
loadings before and each component has the same distortion as before that instant.  
The facilities use three XSF files; one for each of the contributing members cross-
sections, and one for the resulting member cross-section.  
The procedure is: 

1. For each of the contributing members set up the XSF file including load cases and 
Time Affect Sets for the chronological sequence before the members are joined 
and save the file.  

2. With each of the contributing member XSF files add a Load-case, give it a name 
indicating its purpose and set it up with the envisaged loading at the instant 
members are joined and save the file.  

3. With each of the contributing members XSF files:  
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1) Do the computation for the chronological sequence before the members 
are joined 

2) Compute the load case for the instant the members are joined  
3) In the Load-case list on the main dialog make sure the load case for the 

instant the members are joined is selected. 
4) Click on main menu Load Cases “Adopt stage load” item. 
5) save the file.   

4. Open the file for the resulting member cross-section.  
5. Delete all the components and all the materials that remain from a previous cycle 

of the design process. The Load-cases from the previous cycle should remain and 
can be used again.  

6. For each of the contributing members (with the resulting member file open):  
1) Click the main menu “Components” menu item “Import from another 

XSF”. This should bring up the “Other XSF files” dialog.  
2) Click on the “Open other XSF” button. This should bring up the standard 

“Open file” dialog.  
3) Navigate to, and open the file for the contributing member cross-section. 

This should populate the various list boxes in the “Other XSF files” 
dialog.  

4) In the “Components to import” list select each component and then click 
on the “Import” button. This should copy the components descriptions into 
the resulting member and also the materials they reference (unless there is 
a material of the same name already there).  

5) Click on the close button to close the “Other XSF files” dialog.  
6) Save the file. 

This procedure sets up the initial state of the resulting member. 
A further step is a check and also illustrates the meaning of this. Use a load case to do a 
computation with the “Utility: Curvatures and one strain” method with all three distortion 
variables set to zero. This should result in a loading that is the combined affect of the 
loadings on the contributing members.  
Note the setting up of the Load-cases in the resulting XSF file for the chronological 
sequence after the members are joined need only be done in the first cycle of the design 
process. Likewise steps 1 and 2 should be required only once.  
This description of this procedure has been devised to cope with the most complicated 
design. In practice often the procedure is less complicated. For example the setting of wet 
concrete can be perceived as the instant of joining; the newly set concrete and any mild 
steel embedded in it being one of the contributing members. That contributing member 
has no loading and no distortion. In these cases the XSF file for the other contributing 
member can be used for the resulting member. In effect the new concrete is added.  
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At the beginning of the next cycle in the design process that concrete and the steel 
embedded in it can be deleted.  
If the chronological sequence starts before any concrete is cast or pretension tendons are 
tensioned all the stage distortions and other distortions should be set to zero at the 
beginning of each cycle. The main menu Load Cases “Zero all stage distortions” item and 
main menu Time Affect Sets “Set all components to zero” item are intended for this.  
The aging of concrete 
The stress-strain relationship of concrete changes as the concrete ages. A sequence of xsf 
files could be set up that each have a set of material descriptions appropriate to different 
points in the chronology. “Materials” on the main menu has an item “Import from 
another xsf file”. This leads to a dialog where the other file can be stipulated and it 
includes a button labeled “Overwrite all” intended for this purpose.   
 


